INTERCODE PAYROLL V5.7.0 RELEASE NOTES

BEFORE INSTALLING THE UPDATE
It is recommended that you make backup copies of all your existing employer files before you install any
updates to Intercode Payroll. This will ensure that your original payroll information can be restored in
the unlikely event that the update process fails to complete successfully. Once you have made backup
copies of your existing employer files you can continue to install the update.

HOW TO INSTALL THE LATEST VERSION OF INTERCODE PAYROLL
There is no need to uninstall your current version of Intercode Payroll before installing a newer version
of the software. Whenever a newer version of Intercode Payroll is installed on your computer, the
newer version will automatically replace the current version as part of the installation process.
You can install the latest version of Intercode Payroll in one of two ways:

Automatic Installation (Recommended)
1. Ensure that you are currently connected to the internet.
2. Open Intercode Payroll.
3. Select Help --> Check for Updates from the main menu.

4. Follow the on-screen instructions to update your version of Intercode Payroll.

Manual Installation
1. Go to the Downloads page on the Intercode web site (www.intercode.co.za/downloads.php)
and click on the link marked Download Now.
2. When asked whether you would like to Run or Save the file, select Save. This will open a new
window allowing you to specify the location on your computer’s hard drive where you would
like to save the file. Select Desktop and then click Save.
3. You will now see a File Download window showing the progress of the file download. Once the
file download has been completed you can close all open windows and disconnect from the
internet.
4. Ensure that Intercode Payroll has been closed then go to your Desktop, locate the installation
file you just downloaded and double-click the file to start the installation process. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the installation process.

Once the latest version of Intercode Payroll has been installed on your computer (using either of the two
processes described above), open Intercode Payroll and open your employer file. You might see a
message stating that your employer file is being updated. Wait for this process to finish.
The update process is now complete, and you can continue using the software as usual.

WHAT’S NEW
2019-2020 Tax Tables
Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 includes the 2019-2020 tax tables as announced in the national budget speech
on Wednesday 20 February 2019. As soon as this update has been installed you’ll be able to do a payroll
run into March 2019. Apart from updating the fund member category factors linked to your retirement
fund deductions (see next point below), there is no need for any special year-end processing. You can
simply do a normal payroll run as you would for any other pay period.
To view the tax tables, tax rebates, tax thresholds and other relevant information for the 2018-2019 tax
year, select Setup  Tax Year Setup from the Intercode Payroll main menu.

Retirement Funds: Updating the Fund Member Category Factors for 2020
As you probably know by now, one of the changes of the retirement reforms introduced in the 20162017 tax year was the concept of a “fund member category factor” which, in the case of defined benefit
or hybrid funds, is used to calculate the value of the fringe benefit in respect of employer contributions

to employees’ retirement funds. These fund member category factors can change from one tax year to
the next, and must therefore be supplied to the employer by the relevant fund in the form of a
contribution certificate at the start of each new tax year.
NB: If you have any deductions on your payroll in respect of pension, provident or retirement annuity
funds you must ensure that you obtain updated contribution certificates in respect of the 2020 tax year
so you can update the relevant fund member category factors on your payroll accordingly.
Once you’ve received the latest contribution certificates from the relevant retirement funds:


Select Setup  Income and Deduction Types from the Intercode Payroll main menu.



Select the Deduction Types tab.



Locate the relevant deduction type and double-click on it to open the Deduction Type Definition
window.



In the Deduction Type Definition window, select the Retirement Fund Details tab.



Ensure that the Fund Member Category Factor field reflects the latest fund member category
factor as per the contribution certificate received from the fund.



Once the fund member category factor has been verified, click OK to close the window.

Repeat this process for each of the retirement fund deduction types (i.e. codes 4001, 4003 and 4006)
that have been defined on your payroll.
IMPORTANT: The fund member category factors linked to the deductions on your payroll should only be
updated once all of your employees’ payslips for February have already been approved and closed, but
before you roll over into March.

Code 3615 (Director’s Remuneration) Discontinued
SARS discontinued the use of code 3615 (Director’s Remuneration) on 01 March 2018. As of the 2019
tax year, any amounts previously classified under code 3615 (Director’s Remuneration) must now be
classified under code 3601 (Income).
For the last year, Intercode Payroll has still allowed you to reflect amounts paid to directors of private
companies or members of close corporations (i.e. director’s remuneration) under code 3615 on the
payroll while the code was being phased out. The payroll then simply converted those amounts to code
3601 during the tax certificate export process so the tax certificate file could be imported into the SARS
Easy-File program without validation errors. As of Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 however, code 3615 has now
been phased out of the payroll as well.
If any of the employees on your payroll have been set up using the “Director of Private Company or
Member of CC” employee type, those employees’ primary income (i.e. basic salaries) will currently be
classified as “Director’s Remuneration” under code 3615. As part of the upgrade to Intercode Payroll
V5.7.0, the tax classification of the Director’s Remuneration income type will be changed to code 3601
automatically, and the tax classification of any income items reflected under code 3615 on any of those
employees’ existing payslips since March 2018 (i.e. all payslips for the 2019 tax year) will automatically
be changed from code 3615 to code 3601 as is now required by SARS. Note that this will be done for you
automatically as part of the upgrade process – there is no need for any intervention from you.
IMPORTANT: This change will have absolutely no effect on the way that directors of private companies
or members of close corporations are taxed in the payroll. Codes 3601 and 3615 have always been taxed
in exactly the same way, which is precisely why SARS decided to just combine them into a single code,
thereby reducing the number of codes on employee tax certificates.

Nature of Person “C” (Director of Company or Member of CC) Discontinued (SARS Only)
SARS has discontinued the use of Nature of Person “C” (Director of Company or Member of CC) as of the
01 March 2019 (i.e. as of the 2020 tax year). Starting with the 2019-08 interim reconciliation, employees
previously classified under nature “C” (Director of Company or Member of CC) must now be classified as
either nature “A” (Individual with an ID or Passport) or nature “B” (Individual without an ID or Passport).

In other words, going forward, SARS will no longer make any distinction between directors of private
companies or members of close corporations, and normal employees.
In order to minimise the impact on your payroll (as well as for reporting purposes) Intercode Payroll will
however NOT be discontinuing the use of the “Director of Company or Member of CC” employee type,
so there is no need for you to change anything on your payroll at this time. You can still use the
“Director of Company or Member of CC” employee type to identify directors of companies or members
of CCs on your payroll for your own reference, just like you did in the past. Intercode Payroll will then
simply assign the appropriate “nature of person” (i.e. either “A” or “B”) to those employees when
exporting their tax certificate information to the SARS Easy-File program, or when printing employee tax
certificates. This change on SARS’s side is only being mentioned so you are aware of it, but it requires no
action from you.

New IRP5 Reporting Code 2037 (Diplomatic Indemnity)
SARS have added a new IRP5 reporting code (code 2037) to indicate whether or not an employer enjoys
diplomatic indemnity (like a foreign embassy for example). A New field has therefore been added to the
Employer Details window in Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 in order to cater for this new requirement. The
value of this new field will default to “False” (i.e. the employer does not enjoy diplomatic indemnity) as
part of the upgrade.
To indicate that an employer does enjoy diplomatic indemnity:


Select Setup  Employer Details from the Intercode Payroll main menu to open the Employer
Setup Wizard.



In the Employer Setup Wizard, click Next to move to the Statutory Details page.



On the Statutory Details page, tick the option to indicate that the employer enjoys diplomatic
indemnity.



Click Next up to the last page of the Employer Setup Wizard, then click Finish.

This new IRP5 reporting code is a mandatory code as of the 2020 tax year and will automatically be
included in your tax certificate export file going forward.

Reintroduction of IRP5 Code 3607 (Overtime) as a Main Code from the 2020 Tax Year
In 2009, in an attempt to simplify the IRP5 reporting requirements, SARS introduced a set of source code
consolidation rules whereby certain IRP5 reporting codes would be treated as “sub-codes” and would be
consolidated into “main codes” on employee tax certificates. One of the affected codes was code 3607
which was used to report income earned in respect of overtime worked. For the 2010 to 2019 tax years,
any income accumulated under code 3607 (Overtime) on Intercode Payroll would therefore have been
incorporated into the value of code 3601 (Income: Taxable) on employee tax certificates. This was done
automatically as part of the tax certificate export process as was required by SARS.
As of the 2020 tax year however SARS have decided to reintroduce code 3607 (Overtime) as a “main”
code again. This means that as of the 2020 tax year, code 3607 must no longer be incorporate into the
value of code 3601 on employee tax certificates, but must once again be reported as a separate code.

This new requirement has been built into Intercode Payroll V5.7.0. When doing the tax certificate export
for any tax year between 2010 and 2019 the value of code 3607 will automatically be incorporated into
the value of code 3601 on employee tax certificates as has always been the case. When doing to tax
certificate export for the 2020 tax year (or later) however, the value of code 3607 will now automatically
be reported as a separate amount on employee tax certificates as per the latest SARS requirements.
NB: Please note that the value of code 3607 will still be incorporated into the value of code 3601 for the
upcoming February 2019 submission, as this submission will still be in respect of the 2019 tax year. Code
3607 will only become a “main” code again as of the August 2019 interim submission, which will be the
first submission of the 2020 tax year.

New IRP5 Reporting Code 3833 (Employer Contributions to Bargaining Council Funds) (Taxable)
For the past few years there has been a lot of talk surrounding the fact that various bargaining councils
administer funds such as sick pay funds, holiday bonus funds etc. for which contributions are collected
from employers, and from which payments are then eventually made to employees without withholding
employees’ tax from said payments. After much debate it was decided by the law-makers that requiring
the bargaining councils to withhold the employees’ tax on these pay-outs was impractical, and that a
better solution was to shift the responsibility for the withholding of the employees’ tax to the employer.
The Taxation Laws Amendment Act of 2018 therefore adds a new provision to the Seventh Schedule to
the Income Tax Act of 1962 whereby a taxable fringe benefit will arise in the hands of an employee if an
employer makes any contribution to a fund administered by a bargaining council for the benefit of the
employee. Employers are now required to treat contributions made by the employer to any bargaining
council fund as a taxable fringe benefit on the payroll. As a result, SARS has now introduced a new IRP5
reporting code (3833) which must be used to report this fringe benefit on employee tax certificates as of
the 2020 tax year. This new IRP5 reporting code has therefore also been made available in Intercode
Payroll V5.7.0.
In the past, when defining a deduction type on your payroll, Intercode Payroll has always provided the
ability for you to indicate whether or not employer contributions to that deduction type should result in
an automatic taxable fringe benefit in the hands of the employee, and if so, under which fringe benefit
code the benefit should be reflected on the employee’s payslip. For deductions classified under tax
classification 4400 (Deductions Not Classified by SARS) the choices of which benefit code to use were
however limited to either code 3801 (General Fringe Benefits) or code 3808 (Payment of Employee’s
Debt). As of Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 however, a third choice will now be available to indicate that the
benefit should be created under code 3833 (Contributions to Bargaining Council Funds).
If you have any deduction types on your payroll that include contributions by the employer to a fund
that is administered by a bargaining council for the benefit of its members, then you must ensure that
the option to generate a fringe benefit in respect of those employer contributions has been selected on

the relevant deduction type definition. This must preferably be done before you roll your payroll into
March 2019.
To indicate that employer contributions to a specific deduction type should result in a taxable fringe
benefit under code 3833:


Select Setup  Income and Deduction Types from the Intercode Payroll main menu.



Select the Deduction Types tab.



Locate the relevant deduction type and double-click on it to open the Deduction Type Definition
window.



At the bottom of the Deduction Type Definition window, select the option to indicate that
employer contributions must give rise to a taxable fringe benefit, then click on the Benefit
Income Type drop-down and select Bargaining Council Contributions Benefit (3833).



Click OK to save your changes and close the window.

Once this option has been selected, any employer contributions to this deduction type will result in a
fringe benefit of the same value being added to the employee’s income automatically under code 3833,
as is now required by SARS. If this option is de-selected however, no fringe benefit will be added to the
employee’s income.
Note that this option should only be selected for employer contributions to funds that will result in a
tax-free pay-out to the employee at some point in the future, such as a sick pay fund, holiday pay fund
or holiday bonus fund. The purpose of this new legislation is specifically to ensure that the employee is
taxed in respect of those pay-outs in the payroll in advance, as no tax will be withheld by the council
when a pay-out is eventually made to the employee. Also note that employer contributions to pension
or provident funds are specifically excluded from the legislation, as the fringe benefits in respect of
those employer contributions are already dealt with separately under different SARS codes.
IMPORTANT:
If you are already using any of the pre-defined MIBFA/MEIBC, MIBCO or NBCRFLI deduction types on
your payroll, the fringe benefit code to use in respect of employer contributions to those deduction
types will be changed to code 3833 for you automatically as part of the upgrade.
The taxable fringe benefit code will be set to code 3833 automatically during the upgrade process for
the following pre-defined deduction types only:


MIBFA/MEIBC Sick Pay Fund



MIBCO Sick Accident and Maternity Fund (Male and Female)



MIBCO Additional Holiday Pay (Apprentices, Grade 7 and Grade 8)



NBCRFLI Wellness Fund



NBCRFLI Sick and Absence Fund



NBCRFLI Holiday Bonus Fund



NBCRFLI Leave Pay Fund

If you have any user-defined deduction types that include contributions to bargaining council funds you
will still need to update the fringe benefit codes on those deduction types manually.

New IRP5 Reporting Code 3834 (Loan to Purchase Immovable Residential Property) (Non-Taxable)
Normally, when a loan is granted by an employer to an employee at a low rate of interest (or at no
interest) a taxable fringe benefit must be added to the employee’s income. The value of this fringe
benefit is calculated as the amount of interest that the employee would normally have paid if interest

had been charged at the official interest rate, less the amount of interest, if any, that the employee
actually paid.
The Taxation Laws Amendment Act of 2018 however includes an amendment to Paragraph 11 of the
Seventh Schedule to the Income Tax Act of 1962, by which no value shall now be placed on a benefit
derived from a debt owed by an employee to his or her employer in respect of a loan granted by that
employer to the employee if the loan does not exceed R 450 000, and;


The loan was made to the employee for the purposes of acquiring immovable residential
property, and;



The market value of the immovable property does not exceed R 450 000 in relation to the year
of assessment in which the property was acquired, and;



The remuneration proxy of the employee does not exceed R 250 000 in relation to the year of
assessment during which the loan was granted, and;



The employee is not a connected person in relation to the employer.

This amendment comes into effect on 01 March 2019. As of March 2019, if such a loan is granted to an
employee and all of the above criteria are met, the benefit is not taxable in the hands of the employee,
but the employer must report the value of the non-taxable benefit to SARS on the employee’s IRP5. A
New IRP5 reporting code (3834) has therefore been added in Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 for this purpose.
The value of the non-taxable benefit is calculated in the same way as the value of a taxable benefit in
respect of a low-interest or interest-free loan (i.e. the value of the non-taxable benefit is calculated as
the amount of interest that the employee would normally have paid if interest had been charged at the
official interest rate, less the amount of interest, if any, that the employee actually paid).

Increase to the COIDA Earnings Limit for the 2020 Tax Year
As per Government Gazette No. 42092, the maximum amount of earnings on which an assessment of an
employer will be calculated in terms of the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act is
increased from R 430 944 per annum to R 458 520 as of 01 March 2019 (i.e. for the 2020 tax year).
Intercode Payroll has been updated accordingly and will apply the new limit automatically when printing
the W.As.8 return for the 2020 tax year.

ACB Payments to IMB Financial Services
Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 now includes the ability to pay employees who have accounts with IMB
Financial Services electronically via the ACB Export functionality.

To enable electronic ACB payments for an employee with an account at IMB Financial Services:


Go to the Employees section.



Click on the relevant employee’s name (one click only) so the employee is highlighted.



On the toolbar at the top of the window, click the 4th button (Employee Setup Wizard).



In the Employee Setup Wizard, click Next until you reach the Payment Details page.



On the Payment Details page, make sure the Payment Method is set to EFT: ACB Export.



Click Next to move to the Banking Details page.



On the Banking Details page, click the button to the right of the Banking Institution field and
select “Standard Bank: IMB Financial Services”. This will tell Intercode Payroll that this employee
has an account with IMB Financial Services, and will pre-populate the rest of the banking detail
fields with IMB’s account information at Standard Bank. Leave these fields as they are.



At the bottom of the page, enter the employee’s cell phone number into the IMB Reference No.
field (this is how IMB will identify who the payment is intended for).



Click Next up to the last page of the Employee Setup Wizard, then click Finish.

The next time you do an ACB export from Intercode Payroll, this employee’s net pay will be paid into
IMB Financial Services’ account and the employee’s cell phone number will be used as the payment
reference, thereby allowing IMB to identify who the payment is intended for.

Updated Geographic Locations and Postal Codes
The list of geographic locations (i.e. the suburbs and cities and the associated street and postal codes) in
Intercode Payroll V5.7.0 has been updated with the latest information available from the South African
Post Office as of January 2019. This list can be accessed by clicking the “lookup” button to the right of
the “Suburb/District” field in any of the various address windows.

The updated list should now make it easier for you to find the correct street and/or postal codes when
completing or updating employees’ residential or postal addresses.

Employment Tax Incentive (ETI) Extended for 10 Years
Section 12 (Cessation of the Employment Tax Incentive) of the Employment Tax Incentive Act of 2013
has been amended by the Taxation Laws Amendment Act of 2018.
Section 12 of the Employment Tax Incentive Act now reads as follows:
“An employer may not receive the employment tax incentive after 28 February 2029.”
The cessation date of the employment tax incentive was previously 28 February 2019, but this
amendment now means that employers who employ qualifying employees will be able to continue to
claim the employment tax incentive in respect of such employees until at least February 2029.
Intercode Payroll has been updated accordingly and will continue to calculate the employment tax
incentive in respect of qualifying employees on your payroll automatically, as it has done in the past.
This information is provided for interest sake only - no action is required on your part.

End of Release Notes
If you have any questions regarding the features included in this release, or if you have any trouble
installing the update, please contact the Intercode support desk on 086 111 3523 for assistance.

